
 
The Ontario Nurses’ Association asks Concur to scrub in. 
An ailing expense management system gets the  
perfect remedy.

Company Name
Ontario Nurses’ Association

Solutions
Concur® Expense

Concur® Intelligence

Industry
Healthcare

Company Size: 
235 employees 

Location: 
Toronto, Ontario  

Why Concur? 

•  Improved compliance and
on-time submissions

• Easy implementation

•  Actionable reporting

• Valuable industry/networking events

• Extraordinary customer service

About the Ontario Nurses’ Association 
ona.org

Since 1973, the ONA has been the voice of Ontario’s valued nurses, working with 
members to ensure front-line nurses can provide the quality care patients expect 
and deserve. Today the union represents 64,000 registered nurses and allied 
health professionals – as well as almost 16,000 student affiliates.

The opportunity
With 235 employees in 10 offices spread across the province, managing expenses 
through a manual spreadsheet solution had become utterly impractical for the ONA. 
Nina Sinopoli, Manager of Financial Planning and Analysis wanted a change. Stat.

“The previous process was quite cumbersome,” Nina confirms. “Employees had to 
populate one spreadsheet for credit card statements and another for out-of-pocket 
expenses. It wasn’t easy. It wasn’t fast. It wasn’t working anymore. We had 
countless difficulties with missing receipts and considerable delays as a result of 
routing internal mail throughout 10 offices. When there were questions or errors, 
managers would have to send reports back to the employee and the approval 
process would start over again, resulting in more paperwork shuffling and delays.” 

“ Our goals were to boost efficiency, improve best 
practices, eliminate the headaches of paper  
receipts and foster a culture of on-time, every-time 
expense reports.” 
Nina Sinopoli, Manager of Financial Planning and Analysis



Having come from an automated environment in a 
previous company, Nina felt confident making changes. 
“Our expense management process needed urgent care. 
Healthcare is an industry that thrives on technology and 
people on the front lines. We needed to bring that front-line 
thinking behind the scenes as well. Our goals were to boost 
efficiency, improve best practices, eliminate the headaches 
of paper receipts and foster a culture of on-time, every-time 
expense reports.” 

The solution
In January, 2016, the ONA implemented Concur Expense 
and Concur Intelligence. Nina is happy to report that she 
achieved her goals. “The Concur system means we have 
a lot more accuracy… and a lot less paper. Employees are 
snapping pictures of receipts rather than keying in data. Our 
tech-savvy staff members are especially pleased with that!”

Some ONA employees, however, don’t have a smartphone 
or were initially reluctant to let go of the old spreadsheet 
system. We asked Nina how she handled that. “Even our 
employees without smartphones are on board. I find that if I 
just take the time to walk them through the process one-on-
one, they see the benefits and embrace it. I help them scan 
a receipt and show them how to save it straight from the 
scanner into the right folder with the right name. That means 
they never even have to open up that file again. They simply 
browse and attach. Browse and attach. Concur is really that 
simple even at its most complex!”

Nina and her team were especially delighted by how easy 
implementation was. “I was expecting to invest weeks in 
implementation planning only to find out that Concur makes 
it painless and seamless… and essentially hands you turnkey 
rollout materials tied up with a bow. I received every tool I 
needed for communicating the change to our people. The 
Concur materials have been vetted, proofed and time-tested. 

I could simply brand them with the ONA logo and go. I don’t 
know that this is something you would get from competitors 
and the benefits can’t be emphasized enough. A positive 
initial rollout is key to employees understanding, embracing 
and championing change.”  

Speaking of change, Nina is pleased to report that 
expense report procrastination is a problem of the past. 
“Implementing Concur gave us the opportunity to shift the 
culture. Employees now deal with expenses as they happen 
and compliance and accountability have surged.”

“Overall, this was such a positive evolution for us. Concur 
continues to reach out and ensure we mine all the value we 
can from our solutions. And each time I have a question, they 
answer it promptly and completely. My representative also 
actively invites me to relevant events. I have attended two so 
far, and they have really paid off.”

Nina attended Concur’s Fusion Exchange events in Chicago 
and Toronto. “These events were not only fun, high-energy 
networking opportunities, they were incredible eye-openers. 
There is so much depth to the Intelligence features that I’m 
not even using yet. I am excited by the possibilities. Because 
of the Toronto event, I now also have the clarity I wanted 
around best practices. I plan to sign up my processing team 
for the upcoming September Fusion Exchange. I know it 
will help them understand the business value in what they 
do, feel inspired by their roles and give them fresh ideas for 
how they can create more value for ONA through Concur 
Intelligence in the future.”

Now that expenses are in tip top shape, the ONA is planning 
to add Concur ExpenseIt and TripLink to support its group 
of frequent travellers. “We have come a long way in a year 
and a half,” Nina smiles. “I am so happy we asked Concur to 
scrub in!” 

“ Implementing Concur gave us the opportunity to shift the culture. Employees 
now deal with expenses as they happen and compliance and accountability 
have surged.” 
Nina Sinopoli, Manager of Financial Planning and Analysis
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